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 You are the &apos;What I have come to train now is that you can embody like, as I did. You can
become Christ in this human life and figure out how to embody all that's good within you. as I
am using it, factors to the divinity within everyone and the potential for that divinity to become
a living reality, to be what lives you. I found show you that it is possible to end up being both
human being and divine, to be love incarnate. You are the son as equally as I am. You walk with
one foot in the wonderful world of type and another in the Formless. "" This mysterious duality
inside your being is usually what this book is about.The consciousness that is within me is also
within you. You are similarly both.From the Introduction, by Jesus: : "We am&apos; I spoke
about. You and I are one. You and everyone else are one. I highlyrecommend this book as the
ideal complement to ACIM and the perfectfirst publication to all you love and care for who may
not seem to be ready right now foropening A Training course in Miracles. The birthing of this
Christ--of Christ Consciousness--is the true second arriving. &apos;This book was given to Gina
Lake by Jesus. I found show you the wonder of your soul and what is possible as a individual. I
was a good example of that possibility in my lifetime two thousand years back."Christ
Awareness,&apos; It really is part of a number of books, including A Heroic Life and The Jesus
Trilogy.You will learn:* How exactly to embody the divine self in the world* How exactly to tell if
you are identified with the ego* How to spot the ego in mind and conversations* What kind of
thoughts are in the thought-stream* How exactly to dis-identify from the ego* How to be in your
body and senses* How to transfer to Presence and stay there* How to be there while speaking
and acting in the world* Spiritual procedures that support Presence* What embodiment,
enlightenment, self-realization, and awakening are* Pitfalls on the spiritual path* How to be
with emotions* How exactly to be with and heal energetic blocks in the body* How to overcome
negative traits and addictions"s a perfect companion to all or any ACIM studentsand teachers,
for it encompasses the core designs and ideals of ACIM ina simple format that provides practical
guidance for everyday make use of. It&apos;I really like this publication! The guidanceour elder
brother offers in the pages of the book is priceless. Many are prepared for the Christ within to
arrive forward and manifest on the planet more fully." -David Fishman, ACIM teacher
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Embodied Presence - How exactly to Guide Have you ever needed Spiritual Truth simply and
directly? Not really concealed in metaphor or allegory? Over two thousand years back Jesus
said, “I possess spoken these exact things in parables with you, however the time is arriving
when I shall speak with you, not in parables, but I shall declare to you about The Father
plainly.He then invites the reader to rest back into an always Perfect Presence with great
curiosity.In Gina's newest channeled work, In the World HOWEVER, NOT of It, Jesus lays out Truth
simply and directly using ordinary vocabulary. Great gratitude to Gina for enabling Jesus to sort
out her with such clearness.hallelujah! He shares that even the ego provides Divine Purpose. I
usually feel as though I’m being shown on a very personal level – as if the beautiful Being who's
Jesus knew me individually- as though this curriculum was designed just for me.” That hour
offers come in fact it is now! Further, he outlines how exactly to "get into" the body and invite its
amazing senses to fully experience the unfathomable mystery of Creation. This book is similar
to a road map out from the persistent dilemma of the thinking mind (and all the emotional
unwanted effects) in to the brilliant clearness of experiential Presence.Immediate teachings
such as this from the Expert are priceless. It really is like Jesus answers the reader's question
even before one thinks to request it. I invite you to dive deeply into the gift this reserve is. Thus
giving us the vocabulary to comprehend the process, and in addition to this, useful tools to draw
ourselves out of old habitual patterns that maintain us in the framework of ego. The ego may
squirm at much of what Jesus shares in this text message, however your Soul will sing its eternal
song of "I AM Here, I AM Here".This is simply not a book to speed read, rather this is a gift of
Freedom to be savored. Engage it gently, slowly, also restfully. Five Stars Great terms from the
beyond. He shares exactly what the ego is, and how and why it will what it can.. Mediate on
what. Jesus gently guides the reader deeper and deeper, sharing exactly how to recognize the
ego as thoughts, and how to launch attachment to them.(Of course, the following is where Jesus
would say "I know you personally which was not only designed for you, but by you" :-)From
Heart to Heart.I feel as though “The Jesus Trilogy” and “A Heroic Life” led to this book making
therefore much sense.at all..Many thanks once more Jesus - Cardiovascular of God, Like of God,
Light of God. I Will Recommend This Book To All My Students Gina Lake has taken through a
body of work that is so transformative that you could feel the transmitting when you browse the
phrases. It's a useful guide to help you in your day and it approaches it from a far more simplistic
"simply do it" kind of perspective without all of the scientific jargon and of how you rewire your
brain. The teachings in this phenomenal publication shows us a means out of ego awareness and
into unity awareness. This is the route of an awakened one. in trying to live the expansion of
God's like. I promise you will not be disappointed. There are very few books that provide
through such advanced teachings with a stability of both, truth and love.it tells you HOW to be
aware and HOW to maintain presence and How exactly to live in the now. Beautiful, gentle,
practical & I really like the breakdown of what thoughts are and the very clear path shown from
believing you are oneself to knowing your are your Self. What a treasure Gina Lake's publication
"In The World But Not Of It" has gone to both my husband and me. The world will be a better
place if everyone read it (listened to it). For those of us along the way of awakening (and we all
are to varying degrees), the book acts as helpful information to a truth you can be discovering on
one's own but can't quite articulate. We've both have read hundreds of books, going to lectures
and listened to teachers. During it all, we've struggled in attempting to stay on that path and
fought the demons of our imperfect journey... Then we stumbled to "In this World HOWEVER,
NOT Of it" and. He does not strike the ego as bad or wrong.! .Many thanks once again Gina for
being a pure channel meant for Loving Light..FINALLY, a book that,rather than speaking in



parables, gives self-explanatory instruction written in the current vocabulary.In Gina's book you
don't need to read too far in to understand that 1) perfection is NOT the goal. Great Read I must
say i enjoyed this publication it was easy to read and to understand she had her readers in mind
her vocabulary was simply and easy to follow she place me at heart of my own Pastor W..Here
He further defines and breakdown the program that the ego is, giving us even more tools to help
us disengage from ego identification (lost in the illusion)He also further expands our
understanding of who and what we truly are: PresenceHelping us never to only experience
Presence, but to eventually realize that we are Presence. In fact, being properly imperfect is area
of the process. What a "forgiveness" pass that insight was! Practice the recommended exercises.
I acquired become so weary of the looking for that I acquired all but lost hope. This book not
only revealed the simplicity of awakening to my Divine Self but also supplied the simple
procedure for moving from my false self to All that I am and also have been. (imperfections and
all!)The wonder and refreshing modification of this book from so many we'd read previously was
that it's not only offering lip services with a bunch of over-used cliches in regards to being even
more aware, having to find presence and in the today in order to find peace nowadays..John
Mark Stroud From Heart to Heart I always feel extraordinarily blessed when I read a Gina Lake
reserve.. This is among those books and I'll recommend this publication to all or any my
students. It gives you clear concise guidelines in practical doable exercises to disconnect from
the mindless chatter of your brain and assist you to drop into presence. (the cloud/blue sky
meditation is currently me "go-to" tension reliever- end up being it as light as sitting in a traffic
jam, or having to forget about deeper far more intrusive false-beliefs. I really like this book. This
reserve in particular gets the resonance of the Christ light making sense since Jesus is certainly
behind it.Go through it slowly.Though every one of them take me to the classroom in which a
Master is teaching, Personally i think extra particular when I read one where Jesus may be the
master teacher.2) My ego had so complicated the ideas of Spirituality and enlightenment that I
actually had no idea where to start, which led to the "struggle" often felt....and then RE-Browse it
again. This reserve is a gift and if you are willing to let go and invite, it will transformation your
life. Excellent read! I think it has been probably the most useful of most of Gina's channeled
writings for me personally I think it has been the most useful of most of Gina's channeled
writings for me. I found myself being present during the day. Gina provides inspired me. I really
appreciate it.. Thompson who also is teaching us who we have been and what our purpose is
definitely in this dimension we all are one we all are spiritual beings having a human being life
experience we all are pure energy and we are all pure love. I hope everyone love this particular
book just as much as I did can’t wait around to read her additional books I’m actually about to
start another at this time. Real Truth Fantastic teaching This is a truly worthwhile book! )This
book is the key. I am still reading it, so when I fall asleep at night, I put the audible edition on
and listen while I sleep. It is helping me to change. I notice that I sleep very well and awaken
feeling uplifted. Doing so will quicken the Spiritual Alchemy that's suffusing every range on
every page. Many thanks Gina for channeling Jesus! Last chapter was the best summary ever
Fantastic! Last chapter was the greatest summary ever.We've both spent recent years on what I'd
call a "spiritual trip" in trying to find peace, joy, happiness & A Perfect Teaching For Living Life I
REALLY LIKE this book! Fantastic! I've become nearer to Jesus thru the teachings in this reserve. I
must say i enjoyed the book. easy steps in how to disconnect from the insanity of your brain.
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